How to reach all people who may be interested in commenting.

What is the benefit of requiring the removal of boat house when redevelopment of property.

Depth requirement critical for boat owners or mooring Bouy.

Is Bouy good for safety?
Why are Boys not allowed?

→ problem with anchors?

How to protect Shoreline Safety, Swimmers, Small Boaters

TRIGGERS SHOULD ACCOUNT FOR VALUE OF PROPERTY, NOT JUST THE CONSTRUCTION
WHAT IS CONFORMANCE?

WHY?

WHY CAN'T CITY 16 MORE HATE? NON-CONFORMITY?
WHEN WAC ALLOWS IT?
MARK W: DELAY UPDATE OF TRIGGERS UNTIL NEXT UPDATE

MAKE MAIL LOOK LIKE CITY BIZ MAIL
Why can we add more regs, but we can't take away old ones?

KEEP DEATH PUNISHMENT!

Process doesn't seem representative.

Became IRS 216

Have Another Meeting
Chemical milfoil removal should be added to provide better mitigation.